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Introduction
Banging bubble butts are plumped up and ready for you to bounce on. This site brings you only the best
back bumpers and most beautiful buns your cock has ever had the chance to butter.

Adult Review
If you have been considering the NaugthyAmerica Tier2 package of websites, Ass Masterpiece is definitely the way to enter
through the back door. The site currently contains 87 exclusive videos and each of them is very much ass-centric! <br />  <br
/>  While Ass Masterpiece focuses on the ass, it is not really an anal sex site. Most of the action is vaginal or oral sex, but it is
filmed from the point of view that an ass lover would want it to be shown. If you are the kind of guy who loves squeezing a
tight ass while fucking your girl or you find yourself looking down at her butt every time she walks through the room then
this site may be the Ass Masterpiece you have been hoping to find.<br />  <br />  Like all of the sites in this package, the best
part of Ass Masterpiece is the huge picture set archive that comes with each weekly update. Older updates are in high-res
800x536 but the newest ones are beautiful 1000x671 images suitable for flipping through online or printing as hard copies.
The site even includes a slideshow feature and allows you to download whole sets of pics as .zip files.<br />  <br />  Videos
are offered in .wmv, .mpg or .mov formats (which should thrill Apple users). All of the movies can be downloaded as
complete scenes with a single click or as a few segments for faster download times. The newest clips are offered in High-Def
720x480 versions as well, but some of the older updates are provided at a max of 320x240 instead.<br />  <br />  None of the
clips are DRM coded so every ass your eyes feast upon is yours to keep tucked away on your hard drive for later use unless
you delete her.<br />  <br />  Videos can be streamed if you prefer not to have them on your hard drive but the feeds are a bit
picky. They don't work with some browsers, firewalls and download system settings so if you want to use them you may have
to tinker a bit to get them to work.<br />  <br />  Also, while they do offer a limited 3 Day Trial for $1.95 and a 7 Day Trial
for $4.95; the only membership worth getting is the monthly one for $24.95 because they use �tiered access� and only the
full membership gets you full access to all that this site has to offer. If you want to see some very sweet asses in action, plan
on buying the full month or being frustrated by the stuff you can�t see.

Porn Summary
Ass Masterpiece has some terrific backsides featured on it and the site does do a great job of focusing on their sexy curves
but for a site called Ass Masterpiece The Tongue would have liked to see a lot more anal sex than what this archive offers.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Tight asses beg to be pinched but often go un-fucked'
Quality: 87  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 84
Support: 81 Unique: 77    Taste: 76        Final: 82

Porn Sites Included
Fast Times At NAU (86) ,My Friends Hot Mom (86) ,Diary Of A Nanny (84) ,Diary Of A MILF (84) ,Naughty Office (84) ,
Naughty Flipside (83) ,Neighbor Affair (83) ,Asian1on1 (83) ,Seduced By A Cougar (83) ,My Naughty Latin Maid (Preview) ,
Naughty Bookworms (Preview) ,My Sister's Hot Friend (Preview) ,My First Sex Teacher (Preview) ,Housewife 1on1
(Preview) ,American Daydreams (Preview) ,Latin Adultery (Preview) ,SoCal Coeds (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Exclusive, PornStars, Straight
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Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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